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the Pros: 
A Photo Walk With 

Stroll with an acclaimed travel photographer as he coaches you 
in shooting techniques along the way? Yes, please!
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Shooting And Strolling
Dave Hagerman walks

Desiree Koh through the finer 
points of photography
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Dave Hagerman is standing at an intersection, 

but he is home.

To his right, an old lady displays a 

glistening array of fresh fish for sale. To his left, 

crates of chicken crammed atop one another await plucking. 

Behind, a table full of exotic tropical fruits will drive any 

colour-crazy photographer wild. In front, someone trundles 

by with a large propane gas tank on a cart. Everywhere, stall 

owners at Kuala Lumpur’s Chinatown market recognise and 

know Hagerman, the only American in sight in this sea of 

locals going about their business. 

Hagerman is a travel and food photographer for the 

New York Times, Wall Street Journal, Saveur, Travel + Leisure 

Southeast Asia, Budget Travel, Chicago Tribune, Food and Wine, 

and more, and has shot his way across Asia for the last 20 years. 

From trailblazing in Turkey and watching a mahjong game in 

Chengdu to 36 frenzied hours in Delhi and snacking through 

Luang Prabang, Hagerman not only sees local scenes in a 

different light, he puts the entire world in a new perspective. 

He is in his element here.

And he’ll share, too. Hagerman also leads photography 

walks through the Malaysian capital, Penang and Chiang Mai, 

a four-hour affair for shutterbugs of all levels where he shows 

you his favourite spots to shoot, teaches the right techniques 

to get the images you want, offers variations on angles and 

compositions, and at the end of it, analyses your work, suggests 

even more tips for improvement, and, as he says, “sink some of 

these concepts into your mind.”

“Beautiful, beautiful, beautiful,” he says, taking in the 

morning market chaos. “I love this. You’ve got people that are 

always interesting and a beautiful backdrop. You can’t create 

that in the studio.”

Talk about shooting with the pros. I wasn’t just following 

one as we usually do in this feature, I was actually shooting 

with him. I had my fingers positioned in the most efficient 

way to handle the Canon EOS 60D I used on the photo walk. I 

learned how to turn the most innocuous objects into stunning 

backdrops. I learned how to adjust aperture size and shutter 

speeds on the fly to capture never-to-happen-again moments. 

I learned how to use a motorcycle as a tripod. Here’s what I 

learned and experienced that morning in KL, with its hustle 

and bustle as my subjects.

  Tip #1  “Light transforms your subject 
from a snapshot into a photograph”: 
seeing the Light
“This is probably the absolute worst conditions you could 

have,” Hagerman says, on that cloudy day. “But still it’s really 

pretty, because you’ve got this light coming from the ceiling, 

through these skylights, nice and filtered.” We watch a beam 

of light illuminating pedestrians as they crossed through it, 

studying each split second they were lit at different angles, 

understanding that what might seem as not enough light could 

also be the best light you could wish for. Make light work for 

 ISO100 f/5.6 t1/400sec
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Everyday Scenes
We tend to take what we see daily for granted, but what if we stopped to take a closer look through our cameras? (Facing page) A man and his 
dog watch a street vendor at work, (above) making dumplings, and (below) a man surrounded by pigeons. Whether it’s a chaos of characters in a 
scene, vibrant bursts of colour or a beautiful perspective transforming the ordinary into the extraordinary, this is the power of what photography 
can document and do. And yes, it’s all in your hands (and eye, and body).  All photos by Dave Hagerman
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A Fan Of Chaos
There’s beauty in seemingly 
chaotic scenes, which tell a more 
colourful story than a clean one

you, such as using backlighting, which will highlight things 

like steam or smoke when you shoot into the light source.

“It’s here, it’s free, and it’s beautiful for almost 12 hours,” 

says Hagerman. Because different light conditions enable a 

variety of images, take control of the situation to tell the story 

you’re shooting as it is. If it’s a hazy day, a sharp picture wouldn’t 

represent that moment accurately but an atmospheric shot 

does the trick beautifully. Hagerman recommends shooting 
between ISO 100 and 400 to avoid noise in the image. To 

prepare, he typically stretches out one hand to the spot where 

he plans to shoot his subject, takes a test picture, then checks 

the meter reading to ensure he has the best optical exposure. 

From there, he can determine where to go with shutter speed 

and aperture size – a bigger aperture (smaller fraction; i.e. f/4 

is a bigger aperture than f/30) synchs up with a slower shutter 

speed (bigger fraction; i.e. 1/200s is faster than 1/2s).

“The rule of thumb with shutter speed is you don’t want 
the shutter speed that’s below the length of your lens,” says 

Hagerman. “With a 35 mm lens, I don’t want my shutter speed 

to go below 1/30s. Learning to use the meter is very important, 

particularly when you’re in a low light situation, so you can 

figure out what you can photograph and what you can’t.”

If the light is dim, prop yourself against a wall or a stable 

structure and brace your body to minimise movement, which 

Food For Thought
Colours coming together 
naturally as produce in a 
basket is a photographic 

palette of attractive hues

 ISO100 f/2.5 t1/100sec

 ISO400 f/5.6 t0.3sec
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Don’t Have The Shakes
Keep your arms close to the 
body to stabilise the camera

Does It Look Good?
Your fingers can 
help scout for shots

Poetry In Motion

(Bottom left) A hawker gets 

ready for work and a man 

reaches for a fortune slip

blurs the image. If you don’t have a tripod, placing the camera 

on a flat surface is another way to stabilise the shot. Hagerman 

typically keeps his arms close to his body for support, even 

propping his elbows on his own form to hold steady.

Again, don’t let a low light situation restrict your creativity. 

Some motion blur in an image shows people or objects moving 

in the scene, bringing more life to it, which you can achieve with 

a fairly slow shutter speed. There will be times when you can’t 

get perfect exposure across the frame – if you are shooting in 

semi-automatic mode, try switching to manual so you can lock 

down the various settings individually. “Take a meter reading 

on each light latitude,” says Hagerman. “If there are more than 

two stops between them, you have to make a decision on which 

to focus on because your camera won’t handle them all.”

 Tip #2  “pick a frame, then wait for 
something to happen”: shoot patientLy
We are standing at the entrance of Kuan Ti Temple, a colourful 

landmark that’s full of local personality, and going through 

the usual preps: deciding what we want in our composition – 

Hagerman’s habit is to form a “viewfinder” with his fingertips 

to scout for a good shot – and taking test exposures.

“It’s a busy place, so something is going to happen around 

it,” says Hagerman. “You’ve got a beautiful frame, you’ve got 

depth to the light. I’m looking at a hallway and a courtyard 

where hopefully a subject will fall into the frame.” This is why 

it’s so important to constantly check your exposure, because 

moments can happen quickly and you want to always be ready 

to shoot it.

Hagerman’s advice is to take your time and to never rush 

the photography process. All too often, he watches people 

shoot away and likens it to “Bang! Bang! Bang! They’re stalking 

their subject. But those are just snapshots. If you want to make 

photographs, you have to take a step back and think about 

what’s in the scene, what you want in it, what’s interesting about 

it – then take your time to capture that.” This is especially true 

with still life, because they’re not going anywhere.

 ISO400 f/6.3 t1/4sec
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 ISO400 f/4 t1/5sec
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Hagerman suggests framing your shots horizontally 
as far as possible to retain everything about the context of 

the scene – it’s better to crop the photograph down rather 

than omit a critical element. There are instances when 

vertical pictures make more sense, such as food shots, but 

always consider how going horizontal might work better.

A great composition exercise is to shoot with a 35 mm 
prime lens or to keep your zoom lens at 35 mm, resisting 
the urge to change the focal length. “It forces me to frame 

a photo,” says Hagerman, who uses the EF35mm f/1.4L USM. 

“When you use a zoom lens, the tendency is to stand in 

one place, then adjust.” The prime lens also makes you 

get into position, and “helps you think in terms of how  

you approach photography and your subject. It forces me 

to think.”

 ISO400 f/2.2 t1/30sec

 ISO500 f/7.1 t1/10sec

 ISO320 f/1.6 t1/50sec

All photographer have their go-to favourites for shooting 
various situations and of course, their favourite things to make 
photographs of. Here’s what’s near and dear to Hagerman’s 
shutterbug heart:

Morning light “It’s the quality of the light and how it 
slowly builds into the morning,” says Hagerman. “I like seeing how 
subjects change as the direction and intensity of the light changes. 
It’s also the routines and rituals that you observe in the morning... 
plus, if you start early and don’t get what you want, you can go back 
in the evening and try again.”

Chaos “I like the messy stuff because that’s real,” says 
Hagerman. “It tells a nice story. Your eye keeps going around the 
shot, then you go in and look closer, and it keeps pulling you back.”

PeoPle “The picture makes more sense if I’ve got a person 
in it. It tells more of a story. Include them in a significant way – if 
there’s a clutter of people, it’s not interesting. It’s a clutter.” 
Hagerman tries to print images of people he shoots at a one-hour 
photo shop nearby, then return to them with his little gift. “People 
like that - they are letting you into a moment of their lives, and I 
think you owe them something for that.”

textures Colours, soft light, grating, walls, the ground, 
smoke – these are just some of the textures Hagerman finds 
interesting. “Your camera finds it interesting, too,” he says. 
Especially with food photography, where texture is the next best 
thing to taste and smell, a side light will enhance and silhouette 
the subject so you can accurately recreate the experience in the 
image and bring it to life.

Close-uP Filter A simple close-up filter is not expensive 
and can be easily screwed on to your lens, and is effective for 
macro situations such as food photography, decreasing the 
minimum distance required to focus. As the background fades 
away, your main subject revels in the spotlight, sharply focused.

Dave’s Favourite things{ {
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To Market, To Market
Vibrant markets are some of 
Hagerman’s favourite shooting spots
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 Tip #3  “just fire away”: mastering 
fingertip controL
Once you’ve taken the time to set up your shot, and moments 

and subjects start entering your frame, you’re ready to work. 

And since that might mean very quick reactions, being prepared 

is of utmost importance.

“I shoot in manual because it gives fingertip control,” 

says Hagerman. He recommends positioning your fingers 
on the most important dials and buttons on your camera, 
and familiarising yourself so well with its body that you can 

easily and quickly set (or re-set) your desired exposures in the 

blink of a second, particularly in a situation when things are 

happening quickly, such as sports or a bustling scene. 

With portraits, Hagerman recommends always asking 
the subject if you can take their photograph, and to be ready 

before you make the request because the spontaneity usually 

lasts for less than a minute. Or you might find yourself in a 

situation where you have to shoot first, then ask if you have 

their permission to keep the image. Either way, you have to 

work quickly before you lose the moment or they move on. “It’s 

always a privilege to take somebody’s photograph, so you want 

to be ready for the moment.”

Tools Of The Trade
(Left) After seeking permission, Hagerman goes in for the close-up of this vegetable seller. (Right) Fingertip control of the camera’s functions

The Story Of Her
A reflective moment for this fish 
seller at the Chinatown market 

in Kuala Lumpur, amid  a rush of 
spirited activity
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 Tip #4  “it reaLLy wiLL change the 
way things Look”: moving around 
the subject
Without moving around your subject and studying it, you 

might miss elements and angles that could make a better shot. 

Also, subjects are often surrounded by distractions in the scene, 

whether it’s unrelated people and objects or lighting miscues. 

“Take a look around and ask, ‘What’s going to be 

distracting?’” Hagerman 

advises. “This includes 

elements that are junky 

and don’t make sense, 

and things that cut into 

your subject or aren’t 

part of your subject. 

Your camera sees what 

your eye sees.” In his 

work, Hagerman will 

do whatever it takes 

to find the exact angle 

for the best shot, from 

kneeling and climbing 

to clambering about. 

While shooting in 

Kuching, Malaysia, 

he found that by 

lying on the ground, 

he could capture a 

perfect reflection of 

historical buildings 

and locals in a flooded river. 

“Push yourself to do something different,” Hagerman says. 

Keep shooting, because it’s free to experiment with digital 
cameras, and the more you shoot from different perspectives, 

the more you’ll sharpen your ability to pick out the best vantage 

points and efficiently control elements in your camera and your 

environment to tell the story best. Take a step back and let your 

picture breathe – photographers tend to frame only what they 

want in the shot, which may unwittingly leave an interesting 

element out of the picture. 

Unfortunately, there are times when there just isn’t a 

picture. You may be in the middle of interesting scenes and 

events and making your rounds, but challenging lighting, 

uncooperative subjects, immovable obstructions, not having 

the right equipment, or all of the above, combine to make 

the photograph not happen. Hagerman suggests returning 

at a different time of day to see if there are more favourable 

conditions; he also carries a point-and-shoot camera at all 

times to use as a notebook.

“I’ll take a couple of shots to remember the situation, go 

back and think about what I could have done to succeed in 

making that photograph, then try it in a different way, if it’s a 

scene I can return to.”  

Putting things in PersPeCtive  
Place an item on a desk, and move a lamp around it 360 
degrees, stopping every 30 degrees or so to see how that 
object starts to change depending on how light is falling on 
it. Learn all the different effects light coming from various 
directions produces. Shoot from each angle, then study the 
images and take notes. “It really will change the way things 
look,” says Hagerman.

shooting as seConD nature Read your 
manual. It’s not the most fun part of photography, but it’s 
the first step towards getting as familiar with your camera 
as possible. Learn and turn all the different finger positions 
on your camera body into second nature. Practise switching 
exposures and aperture size without taking your eye off 
the viewfinder, even when moving from semi-automatic to 
manual functions. Shoot scenes off the TV set to get used to 
adjusting to different motions and light situations.

{ {Dave’s homework

Go 360
(Left) The first look 

at an incense coil and 
(right) the 12th shot after 

circumventing the subject.
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